
THE ROLE OF THE GREETER AT FRESH POND MONTHLY MEETING 
The greeter serves an important role at Sunday morning worship.  Warmly welcoming all who 
come to Meeting helps to establish a hospitable and sacred space for our worship.  Using 
discretion with these guidelines and being flexible as people arrive and settle into worship 
expresses the spirit of our hospitality. 
  
The greeter should arrive by 9:40 AM and take up a post near the door. Regular attenders will 
be met with a smile and familiar greeting.  If the greeter is unfamiliar with someone 
approaching the door it is helpful to inquire if they are new or visiting.  Newcomers and visitors 
usually benefit from a warm welcome and Friendly conversation about Fresh Pond Monthly 
Meeting.   
 
If there are children, point out where the First Half Hour program and child care are located.  It 
is very helpful to ask someone else from meeting to take new and visiting parents with children 
down to the class room and gym.  Offer newcomers and visitors a copy of the Fresh Pond 
Monthly Meeting brochure, which is attached in a pocket on the bulletin board across from the 
entry door.  
  
As 10:00 approaches, the greeter encourages those still in the hallway to enter the Meeting 
Room. The greeter will close all the doors to the Meeting Room except for one, allowing any 
who arrive in the next few minutes the opportunity to enter and settle.  Around 10:05, or as 
seems appropriate, the remaining door is closed. 
  
As worship gathers and deepens, it is useful for the greeter to assist that process by spacing 
the entry of latecomers into the Meeting Room. The greeter is encouraged to guard against 
excessive traffic in and out of the Meeting Room, because of its potential impact on the quality 
of worship.  Latecomers are invited into the Meeting Room as seems appropriate.   
 
The greeter welcomes Friends who arrive late to wait in the hallway and invites them to enter 
into the spirit of worship. The greeter should be mindful that even whispered conversations can 
be heard in the Meeting Room.  Using discretion as to timing, the greeter quietly invites 
latecomers to enter into the Meeting Room as a group.  It is important to first check that vocal 
ministry is not in the midst of being offered. If vocal ministry has just ended, allow those in 
worship to settle for a few moments before opening the door.  If the greeter and latecomers 
would like to hear the vocal ministry, it is acceptable to partially open a door to listen.  
  
We encourage the greeter to remain in the hallway as a service and ministry to the Meeting, 
until all the children and adults from First Half Hour program and the gym have entered.  
However, if the greeter is moved to enter the Meeting room with latecomers, they should 
choose a seat allowing a view of the outside door and be prepared to let someone in.  
  
Security reminder:  Cambridge Friends School has asked Fresh Pond Friends not to leave the 
outside door propped open at any time.  
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